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2013 

 our journey  

towards Mastery! 

SDP priority: to build on 
achievement in all areas of 

the curriculum but 
particularly in Maths for 

higher attainers in KS1 and 
lower attainers in KS2 



Nrich CPD activity!  

 

Developing ‘HOTS’  

- through effective 

questioning.  

Prompting Higher Order Thinking Skills! 



Prompting higher level thinking! 

Bloom (1956) 

Think of a recent lesson - what level of thinking were you 

expecting of your pupils? 



Questioning to prompt higher order thinking! 

 
What’s the same? What’s different? 

 

NCETM 



Questioning to prompt higher order  

thinking skills! 

 
Always, Sometimes, Never True? 

 

To multiply by 10, you 

add a zero to the end. 

Conjecture and convince 

Is my statement 
always, 

sometimes or 
never true? 

  

NCETM 



More questions to prompt higher order 

thinking skills! 

 
 

Here’s the answer,  

what could the question be? 

 
If the area of a rectangle is 24cm², what is the 

length of each side? What is the perimeter? 

 
Odd one out? 

93, 56, 75  

 



Open-ended investigations – develop 

problem solving skills and mathematical 

thinking. 

 
• Trial and improvement 

• Working systematically 

• Pattern spotting 

• Logical reasoning 

• Visualising 

• Proof 

 

 
Work it out Wednesday 

Figure it out Friday 

Homework games 



Manipulatives purchased for  

every classroom! 
  

– help to move understanding from concrete to 

abstract. 

– readily accessible 

Bruner (1964) 



Mixed ability teaching! 

 

 

High ability = work quickly, good memory 

and neat? 

 

 

 

 

Glass ceiling? 

 

Children take ownership for their learning! 



New Curriculum 2014 

• become fluent in the fundamentals of 
mathematics so that they are efficient in using 
and selecting the appropriate written 
algorithms and mental methods, underpinned 
by mathematical concepts  

• can solve problems by applying their 
mathematics to a variety of problems with 
increasing sophistication, including in 
unfamiliar contexts and to model real-life 
scenarios  

• can reason mathematically by following a line 
of enquiry and develop and present a 
justification, argument or proof using 
mathematical language.  
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Growth  

Mindset 

https://www.youcubed.org/ 
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China and Debbie Morgan! 

Go Forth into the Far Eastern 
Places and Bring Back the 
Secrets of their Mathematics 
Teaching 

MaST Conference 



What next? 

 

Development of a mastery approach! How to 

incorporate the best practice from the UK with 

approaches learned in Shanghai? 

 

Taking the elements that work for us 

but also retaining existing good 

practice! 

• Investigative learning 

• Hands-on resources 

• Mathematical talk/Questioning 

• Mixed ability learning and teaching 

Closing (preventing) the gap? 



Year 1 

 

 
Text book evaluation/trial 

 – project began September 2015 

 

 
 

 

Opportunity to trial  

Singapore-style Textbooks! 



Characteristics of Chinese and British mathematics textbooks  

More topics,  

 

jumping around 

 

Isolated and 

incoherent 

knowledge 

Informal and 

context-embedded 

reasoning 

Few teaching 

times for each 

topic 

 

Single-topic and 

knowledge-lean 

problems 

Single step, 

“trial and error”  

problem-solving 

Low composite difficulty 

Definition-based curriculum 

UK 

Few topics, 

dealt with in 

depth 

Structured and 

coherent 

knowledge 

Formal and 

logic-based 

reasoning 

High composite difficulty 

More teaching 

times for each 

topic 

Cross-topics and 

knowledge-rich 

problems 

Multi-steps and 

theorem-based 

problem-solving 

Theorem-based curriculum 

China 

With acknowledgement to  Prof Bao who presented at Shanghai Normal University Sep 2015 

cCoherence?  



Key Features of Lesson Design 

• Identify the key points – the new knowledge 

• Identify the difficult points 

• Step by step approach – journey through the 

mathematics 

• Presuppose the mistakes that students might 

make 

• Questions to challenge thinking 

• Develop reasoning and deep understanding 

(contexts and representations of mathematics) 

• Using discussion and feedback from students 

 

 

 



Three Part Lesson! 



Lesson Structure 

Explore (Let’s Learn Task)  

Children try to solve the problem using manipulatives 

 

Structure  

Teacher models methods on board – helps children 

organise ideas 

 

Reflect (Guided Practice- supported by teacher) 

Children practise skills with talking partners 

 

Practise (Independent Practice) 

Children independently apply skills 

 

Journal 

 



Training with Dr Yeap Ban Har 

Key themes emergent, were; a longer time is spent on 

one idea, effective teacher questioning is used to 

challenge thinking, a scaffolded approach explores 

potential misconceptions and carefully chosen 

examples promote intelligent practice.  

http://teacher.mathsnoproblem.co.uk/academy/video-library/how-to-guides/systematic-variation/
http://teacher.mathsnoproblem.co.uk/academy/video-library/free-to-view/systematic-variation/


What has gone well 

Children are: 

Representing their understanding  - using CPA 

Speaking in full sentences – incl. mathematical vocabulary 

Reasoning and justifying their thinking 

Making connections and recognising relationships (inverse) 

Completing missing box questions/balance equations 

Learning together and enjoying maths! 

We are developing 

What Mastery looks like in EYFS 

Timetable – same day interventions, 2 x 30 minute lessons 

Role of the Teaching Assistant 

Set of misconceptions for each year group 

Depth of understanding for higher attainers/fast finishers 

Regular use of journals 

Calculation policy (CPA approach) 

Approach to assessment 

 

Year 1 



Extension 

1. Find another way/use a different way of solving the problem 
2. Write a story about what you have done 
3. Write a note to a teacher/friend and explain what we have been 

doing in our maths lesson today 

Create a word problem to match today’s learning.  

Write an explanation of your preferred method with words and 

pictures. 

Write an explanation of a method which you did not choose. 

Develop a new method for solving the problem.  

Show a physical model of the problem. 

Show a visual model of the problem. 

or Quick 6 

or Depth 5: 

D o you agree? (true/false, etc) 

E xplict use of misconceptions and mistakes 

P robing questions (show me, convince me, what's the same, what's 

different?, etc) 

T he missing digit/number (empty box) 

H ere's the answer, create the question 



Caroline Ainsworth  - Samples 

of children’s writing. 

 

https://www.ncetm.org.uk/reso

urces/29271  

Introducing 

Journals 

Allowing chn to 

express their 

thinking through 

writing! 

https://www.ncetm.org.uk/resources/29271
https://www.ncetm.org.uk/resources/29271


White Rose MathsHub 

Calculation Policy 



Marking :The most important teacher activity is the 

designing and preparing of lessons and it is important 

that other activity is not too onerous or time-consuming. 

Next Steps: It should not be necessary to indicate next 

steps on a pupils’ work or to give individual targets for 

development. In a ‘teaching for mastery’ approach, each 

lesson is designed to address a key point which all pupils 

need to grasp. Therefore, the next key point or next step will 

be the next lesson. 

NCETM 
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• Fewer topics 

• Greater depth 

• Class working together 

• Longer time on topics 

Moving towards a whole 

school approach 

A Mastery Curriculum  

for Mathematics 

https://www.ncetm.org.uk/public/files/19990433/Developing_mastery_in_mathematics_october_2014.pdf
https://www.ncetm.org.uk/public/files/19990433/Developing_mastery_in_mathematics_october_2014.pdf
https://www.ncetm.org.uk/public/files/19990433/Developing_mastery_in_mathematics_october_2014.pdf
https://www.ncetm.org.uk/public/files/19990433/Developing_mastery_in_mathematics_october_2014.pdf
https://www.ncetm.org.uk/public/files/19990433/Developing_mastery_in_mathematics_october_2014.pdf


Summer 2016 - Whole School CPD 

 Lesson Study 

• Identify the objective 

• Jointly plan the lesson - joint ownership of the lesson 

• One teacher teaches whilst the other observes, 

focusing on particular children who represent groups in 

the class. Focus on learning! 

• Post-lesson interviews with children 

• Review and reflect on the lesson 

• Revise the lesson plan and re-teach (the second teacher 

teaches this time)  

• continue the cycle 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aj-B4ONcTrg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aj-B4ONcTrg


The children immediately responded to the structure of the 
lesson and loved the ‘in focus’ task at the beginning - enjoying the 

challenge of finding more than one way to solve a problem. 
 

The guided practice part of the lesson was very practical, it gave 
children the opportunity to work in mixed ability pairs/groups - 

they shared their ideas and supported one another. 
 

The children were given a worksheet to independently complete, 
to demonstrate their understanding of what had been taught. This 

provided me with a clear indication of who had/hadn’t 
understood the lesson. I could immediately see who needed to 

take part in my intervention group. 
  

Our teachers said! 



I like all the different questions that are fired at you! 
 

It teaches us easy ways to add up and it’s really good because you 
get to use really fun resources like playdough, shapes, counters... 

 
I really love maths! My favourite bit was the worksheet because I 

love doing independent work and there was a challenge. 
 

I like the guided practice bit because we do it all together and I 
like working as a group because it’s not as hard as when you are 

on your own. 
 

 When I just know the answer to something, but I don’t know how 
I worked it out, it makes me feel wobbly when you ask me how I 

know that I am right. 

Our children said! 



… I have found that I have much higher expectations for the children and I now 
expect them to progress at the same pace.  An enormous difference from how 
it used to be done. Those children who are racing along can apply their skills in 
different contexts.  Break out higher order questioning to keep it challenging. 

  
…I think that differentiation can have a bad effect on children’s attainment.  For 

example differentiation can mean that children are identified as 
mathematically weak and given easier work to do, whilst others are identified 
as ‘mathematically able’ and given extension tasks.  This sets less able children 
up to think that they are no good at maths and they never go anywhere, they 

miss out on some of the curriculum and get further and further behind and will 
never catch up.  Finally they are never challenged so don’t get to feel the buzz 

of success.  More able children will tend just to race through to finish and don’t 
gain that deeper understanding and because they get used to that pace they 

don’t tackle the more difficult problems and never challenge themselves. 
 

…the new curriculum is brilliant if you have these beliefs. 

Email to a NQT! 



Enigma Hub Textbook Group Lead: Ruth Edwards 

Features identified from sharing good practice between 

teachers involved in the Textbook Project schools. 

 

The value of having visual images to secure understanding 

The textbook is a useful resource for teachers to link with visual 

images and models, as well as providing key questions / vocabulary to 

be used. 

We are creating our own IWB slides to display the text book materials 

and also to model methods.   

When there appears to be a lot of reading in the workbooks, our pupils 

are using phonics and reading to overcome this. 

 

Small focused learning to secure understanding 

Small steps in learning are clear in the materials which help to develop 

conceptual understanding. 

Opportunities to explore mathematical concepts are followed by 

specific guided methods. 



Enigma Hub Textbook Group Lead: Ruth Edwards 

Teacher questioning to ensure pupils understand 

All pupils actively engaged throughout the ‘ping pong’ style lesson 

which develops learning and understanding. 

Children are able to develop their mathematical thinking through 

reasoning.  

School CPD on questioning is still relevant. 

 

Pupils are confident when talking collaboratively 

Fantastic opportunities for pupils to discuss mathematics. 

Pupils are able to talk about their learning with increased confidence. 

Teachers can see the improvements in children’s reasoning and their 

explanations with their responses. 

 

Pupils talking in sentences and using mathematical vocabulary 

Pupils embed their understanding and clarify their thinking, allowing 

teachers to assess learning. 

Teacher models specific vocabulary which pupils then use.  

 

 



Enigma Hub Textbook Group Lead: Ruth Edwards 

 

All pupils working on the same learning at the same time  

We are finding that the (previously recognised as) lower and middle 

ability pupils are making more progress initially. 

Some (previously ‘more able’) pupils are reluctant to explain their 

reasoning. 

 

What training is available and will this include the principles of the 

learning and teaching approach that is reflected in the materials? 

We cannot stress enough the value of training. It is crucial. 

 
 
 



2016 

 our 

journey  

towards  

Mastery 

continues!  



Mathematics Teacher 

Exchange Programme 



Chris 
Ciara 



Initial reflections 

• Fluency 

• 35 minute lesson + practise lesson 

• Complex  made simple (step by step) 

• Variation – intelligent practise 

• Dong Nai Ting – use your mind! Misconceptions 
– examples and non-examples (True? False?) 

• Teacher questioning – used to challenge 
thinking 

• Children reasoning + stem sentences, using 
precise mathematical vocabulary 

• Immediate feedback 

 

 

 

 

 



Teaching for Mastery Work Group  


